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Abstract The solutions of both geometric and material nonlinear problems have been greatly facilitated 
by the development of powerful and efficient finite element software. Thus, the general-purpose finite 
element software XFINAS has been developed to solve problems ranging from simple static, to highly 
advanced nonlinear dynamic problems, with the capability of supporting large sets of elements. Its 
user-friendly graphical interface was developed using the pre/post processor software, GiD. The current 
version of XFINAS has been developed at AIT and Konkuk University in Korea. It is the result of extensive 
research and development of the finite element program FINAS, which was originally developed in 
Imperial College, London. Because of its high accuracy, efficiency and robustness, it has become a very 
attractive modern computer tool for civil and bridge engineering. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

 XFINAS provides a series of solution strategies for nonlinear 
analysis. Both force and displacement loading can be applied in static 
analysis. An automatic selection of constraint equation and arc-length 
control are available for highly nonlinear problems. The solution procedure 
uses either full or modified Newton-Raphson method. The step-by-step 
numerical time-integration schemes have been implemented into XFINAS. 
For the nonlinear time-history analysis, explicit method by the central 
difference method, implicit methods by Wilson-theta method, 
unconditionally stable Newmark family of algorithm and 
Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) are implemented for solving the equation of 
motion by numerical integration methods. The proportionally and 
non-proportionally damped dynamic system can be solved using the mode 
superposition method. The superposition of Ritz vectors yielded more 
accurate results, with fewer vectors than that of the exact eigenvectors.  The 
efficient eigen-solver is implemented using (1) Lanczos vector algorithm 
(2) subspace iteration method and (3) inverse iteration method to calculate 
the few most important eigenvalues and eigenvectors.  

 
Figure 1: Various solution options of XFinas system 
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2. Bridge Application 
 

XFINAS Bridge used by bridge engineers is comprehensive software to analyse all types of bridge 
structures. It has a GID Windows User Interface, modelling wizards, comprehensive vehicle and train 
loading facilities, Vehicle Load Optimisation, and Smart Combination facilities to provide for easy and 
rapid model generation. It can handle simple grillage with ease and has a full 3D range of additional 
features and options for more advanced long span bridge structures. The powerful range of analysis 
facilities, including seismic, dynamic, prestress and nonlinear make XFINAS Bridge the most efficient 
tools for bridge analysis, design and assessment. 

XFINAS provides a state of art solution for the analysis and design of segmentally and conventionally 
constructed bridges. Moving Load Analysis simulates the movement of a vehicle or lane loading passing 
over the bridge. It provides a powerful method of generating the load cases and combinations for 
vehicles and lane loading. Vehicle paths can be curved and can pass through members and plates. 
Korean and AASHTO vehicle definitions are provided with XFINAS. The tapered sections for linear or 
parabolic variation are applied to a span of multiple members. The composite sections with multiple 
materials are also applied.  XFINAS modules for vehicle-bridge dynamic interaction analyses are able to 
model exactly and simulate most of the existing railway and train systems including German ICE, 
Japanese Shinkansen, French TGV and Korean KTX. Three-dimensional dynamic responses of the 
bridge and train’s components are calculated for design, ride comfort evaluation and maintainance. 
Derailment and operation safety can be assesed by the computed relative displacements of the wheels . 
The applications of bridge analysis are explained more in detail in the following section. 

2.1 Aero elastic analysis of long span bridge 

 The time domain flutter and buffeting analysis are included in XFinas which are taken the 
geometric and  material nonlinear of structure in to account.The indicial functions are used to describe the 
evolution of selfexcited force due to the step changes in configuration. The indicial function are defined as 
the superposition of quasi steady effect and unsteady evolution force where as, the time domain lift ,drag 
and moment are obtained from convolution integral. Derivative of aerodynamics coefficient with respect 
to the angale of attack are in principle different from the thin airfoil. Therefore, A nonlinear least square 
method is applied to identify the indicial function coefficient from the experimental aeroelastic derivative. 
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 (a) rational function approximation from the experimental data  (b) Response of Critical wind velocity 
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(c) Response of super-critical wind velocity  (d) Structural Mode shape for critical wind velocity 

Figure 2:  Aeroelastic analysis of long span bridge 
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Figure 3:  Wind simulation at the main span of bridge 

 
The turbulent fluctuation using in XFinas are made by the Ergodic multivariate fluctuation model. This 
stochastic process as well as the coherence function are aplied to generate the time domain fluctuating 
velocities along the bridge.  
 

2.2  Construction stage analysis of psc bridge  using frame and shell element  
Construction Stage Analysis module is available for any construction project, especially for segmental 
bridges using the frame element and shell element. Within one project file, all of the analyses needed for 
each stage of construction can be solved in one run. Used with segmental concrete bridges, the tools 
available in XFINAS simplify the complicated process of designing post-tensioned concrete box girder 
bridges. The loss of prestressing in time-dependent material properties include concrete creep and 
shrinkage, steel relaxation following the CEB-FIP ''90 codes and ACI.  

 
Figure 4: construction analysis of shell and frame element 

2.3 Three-dimensional analysis of bridge-train dynamic tnteraction (KTX, TGV, Shinkansen) 

XFINAS modules are able to model exactly the two existing modern high-speed train types and 
simulate the three-dmensional dynamic interaction of those train-track-bridge. The first type is 
independent-car train systems such as the ICE in Germany, Shinkansen in Japan and the Taiwan 
high-speed train. The second is articulated train systems like the TGV in France and Belgium, KTX in 
Korea. During and after the interaction, dynamic responses (displacements and accelerations) of the 
bridge, car-bodies and bogies are calculated. The relative lateral, vertical and rolling displacements of all 
train’s wheels are also be computed for derailment and operation safety assessment. 

Figure5: Profile of KTX train and bridges 
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Figure 6: Vertical accelerations of bridge at 300 km/h 
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Figure 7: XFINAS Windows for Data Input of Properties of Shinkansen and TGV/GTX Trains 
 
3. Concluding remarks 
 

Although a lot of general purpose softwares are available for the structural research and design, there 
are still rooms to improve the solution with accuracy, stability, robustness and computational efficiency.  
For this purpose, XFINAS system is developed based on the most efficient formulation. The shell element 
have the resultant forces form with new quasi-conforming techniques and assumed strain method. The 
shell elements give excellent solutions by eliminates all locking phenomena.  The 8-noded solid elements 
have the global, local and natural coordinates to model the shell geometry. All possible locking problems 
which occur in the thin-walled structural modeling were eliminated by using enhanced assumed strain and 
assumed natural strain. Nonlinear 2-noded frame element is developed for the geometrical and material 
nonlinearity. Specilly this element can be used in the analysis of most of brdges including advanced 
construction stage and dynamic analysis.  All the results of frame elements with rendering effects have 
good performace with the references. The nonlinear RC fiber model and nonlinear concrete shell element 
have developed for the advanced concrete structural analysis. Further study regarding the nonlinear RC 
fiber beam-column model with cycling behaviour is going on. Thus, XFINAS can be used for the design 
and research of structures. 
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